
Market Insight September 2018 
Here is the round-up of the news that caught our eye last month. 

Insurance Market Overview 
An overview from an insurance market perspective: 

Half Year Review 
A very interesting and insightful Half Year Review 2018 from Neil Clutterbuck, Allianz Chief 

Underwriting Officer. In his introduction, Neil specifically mentions technology: 

“Regulation has featured heavily, with the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) 

mainly dominating the headlines in the lead-up to the deadline of 25 May. Add to this the 

ever-increasing investment in InsurTech and it’s clear to see why both insurance 

companies and brokers need to continually adapt to changing industry and customer 

requirements.  

His review highlights the following as key industry topics: 

• Civil Liability Bill 

• Grenfell 

• Terrorism 

• Broker Market Consolidation 

• Association of British Insurers (ABI) Pricing Principles 

The full article is well worth reading and can be accessed here. 

Amazon 
An exclusive from Reuters last month put the e-commerce giant firmly in the headlines again. 

According to the report, Exclusive, Amazon considering UK Insurance Comparison Sites:   

“Amazon.com Inc is sounding out some of Europe’s top insurance firms to see if they would 

contribute products to a UK price comparison website in what would be a major foray by the 

U.S. online retail giant into the region’s financial services.”  

Many other articles followed, with the on-line magazine Digital Insurance wrapping up the 

month by reporting on research from J.D. Power & Associates. Their survey of 650 individuals 

found that one in five consumers would buy home insurance from Amazon or Google. The 

report highlighted other interesting findings and can be read in full here. 

GDPR 
Complaints to the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) about potential data breaches 

have almost doubled since the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) came into effect 

on 25th May 2018.   

https://www.allianzebroker.co.uk/content/allianzebroker/en_gb/application/content/documents/news-and-insight/industry/half-year-review-2018/_jcr_content/documentProperties/currentDocument.res/half-year-review-2018_acom8006.pdf
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-amazon-insurance-exclusive/exclusive-amazon-considering-uk-insurance-comparison-site-sources-idUKKBN1L10HH
https://www.dig-in.com/news/policyholders-interest-in-smarter-home-insurance-creates-opening-for-amazon?utm_campaign=morning%20briefing-aug%2031%202018&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&eid=f0cd9e7f0811427210d28a819a42e023


In May, the ICO received 2,310 data protection complaints from individuals. Complaints rose 

to 3,098 in June and reached 4,214 in July. A timely reminder that the public are taking the 

right to lodge a complaint seriously. More details can be read here. 

Technologies in focus 
And these articles were specifically targeted to technology: 

Insurtech  
Collaboration seemed to be the theme running through August 

• Allianz abandon their ‘in-house incubator’. Interesting news that Allianz have 

decided that technology investment is more effective externally. They have decided a 

collaborative approach is more effective than trying to develop innovative solutions in 

house. Moving forward they plan to “heavily invest in start-ups with expertise in 

mobility, connected property, connected health, wealth management, data 

intelligence and cybersecurity”. More detail can be read here. 

• Zurich are working with Bright Box on connected car technologies. Theo Bouts, 

CEO of Zurich Insurance Mobile Solutions Ltd. (ZIMS), expects tailored and flexible 

insurance products and services to be available soon to Zurich’s retail and 

commercial customers. “Today we are shaping the future of insurance by aiming to 

create more personalized offerings that fulfil broader customer needs.”. Interesting 

article from Zurich - Connected car technologies set to revolutionize motor insurance 

• Health insurance start-up Oscar Health is getting a fresh round of funding from 

Google’s parent firm Alphabet. The New York-based insurer was founded in 2012, 

and aims to makes it easier for patients to access and choose quality, affordable 

care. More eye-watering investment is reported at £295 million. More detail here.  

• Hiscox partners with natural language processing (NLP) technology provider 

Eigen Technologies to automate internal processes. Hiscox have initiated two 

pilot projects and plan to use Eigen’s machine learning-driven classification and 

extraction technology, to help them move away from manual data entry in order to 

improve speed, accuracy, and cost. Read about the Hiscox vision here  

Blockchain 
According to a PwC survey, 84% of companies are ‘dabbling in blockchain’. Although separate 

research estimates it will take 5.9 years for blockchain to attain widespread adoption. Although 

not exclusively aimed at the Insurance market, this is useful research. 

Drones 
A Solar-powered aircraft stayed aloft for a record-breaking 25 days, maintaining a real focus 

on the potential of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle sector. Interesting to read about the Zephyr 

UAV that soars at 70,000 feet and packs satellite-like capabilities…and a reminder that new 

risks are emerging for Insurers all the time.  

 

https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/gdpr-effect-data-protection-complaints-spike-a-11436
http://insights.instech.london/post/102elo0/do-in-house-insurance-incubators-really-work
https://www.zurich.com/en/knowledge/articles/2018/08/connected-car-technologies-set-to-revolutionize-motor-insurance
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/uk/news/technology/google-parent-pumps-295-million-into-insurance-startup-108808.aspx
https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/uk/news/technology/hiscox-our-goal-is-to-be-digital-wherever-possible----108478.aspx
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/27/84percent-of-companies-are-dabbling--in-blockchain-new-survey-says-.html
https://www.engadget.com/2018/08/13/airbus-solar-powered-zephyr-drone-record/


 

Chatbots 
As reported in the last report, Chatbots are attracting attention and huge investments.  

August saw Accenture publish a white paper entitled “Transforming the conversation in 

Financial Services”. The Executive Summary states that “… a large proportion of customers 

still want a ‘human touch’ in their financial services experience.” Concluding that 

“Counterintuitively, it is machines and data that have the potential to put this human element 

back into the conversation.” 

Some useful statistics and insights in the full white paper.  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
There are so many articles on AI, it is difficult to choose which one to share. In August I was 

drawn to this article: ‘Top 6 Artificial Intelligence Start-ups in France that are changing 

the world of technology’. A couple are specifically targeting the Insurance sector and all 

appear to be very well funded:   

• Shift Technology – objective to reduce fraud for Insurers 

• Prophesse - aims to initiate a paradigm shift in vision sensing and processing across 

all fields of machine vision 

• Tinyclues - offers an AI-driven campaign marketing solution to B2C companies 

using deep learning technology 

• Linkfluence – A tool that analyses conversations on social networks to create 

business opportunities for brands 

• Snips – An AI voice platform for connected devices 

• Saagie – A platform to extract, refine and analyse data using AI based applications. 

This platform is mostly used by banks and insurance companies for fraud detection 

and other activities 

The full article is worth reading here 

 

 

http://customerexperience.fintecnet.com/accentures-transforming-the-customer-conversation-in-financial-services-report-host.html
https://siliconcanals.nl/news/startups/ai-and-chatbots/top-6-artificial-intelligence-startups-in-france-that-are-changing-world-of-technology/

